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ABSTRACT

Radiofrequency Quadrupole (RFQ) linacs have taken the place of the

conventional Cockcroft-Waiton preinjector and buncher systems at the lowest energy

stage of proton linac systems, it is because an RFQ linac is very much compact

and has bunching efficiency exceeding 90%. In order to apply it to heavy ions,

however, several problems had to be solved. To get sufficient transverse focusing

force for heavy ions, a low operating frequency and high electric field strength

are required. The low frequency leads to a big accelerator cavity which has

precisely aligned electrodes 'vanes' with a small beam aperture, for example, 6 mm

in diameter. To get a certain velocity, the cavity for heavy ions becomes much

longer than that for protons. It is difficult to manufacture a long cavity and,

especially, to align long vanes precisely. Also, as the cavity becomes longer,

it becomes more difficult to get a uniform field distribution and to separate

the operating frequency from other resonant modes.

Study on a prototype linac 'LITL', the first RFQ that accelerated heavy ions

in the world, 1.4 m in length and 0.6 m in diameter has revealed : a vane mounting

method using 'base plugs' is effective to align the large vanes within a precision

of 100 fim : a circle approximation of the ideal vane shape can give a satisfactory

rf field distribution in the beam aperture and can yield a high surface field

strength exceeding 21 kV/mm. A long RFQ linac 'TALL', 7.3 m in length, has been

realized by 'vane separation1 method. The cavity has been fabricated by joining

four sections which had been assembled independently. The vanes are separated

at the joints with gaps between them, which tolerate machining errors and unequal

thermal expansion. This method enables the precise alignment of the vane for a

long RFQ. It does not decrease the sparking limit and does not increase beam loss.

By devising end inductive tuners, sufficient mode separation was obtained. By

compensating the capacitance errors owing to the vane misalignment with side

inductive tuners, azimuthal and longitudinal field uniformities of ± 1.5% and ±

5%, respectively have been obtained. The frequency, can be controlled without

destroying the field uniformity. The cavity is excited stably by a simple loop

coupler for a peak rf power up to 240 kW. Beam tests show the output beam

characteristics which have been predicted by computer simulations are realized.

Through the construction and performance studies of the two linacs, a type

of the RFQ linac for heavy ions has been established.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

In a linear accelerator (linac) using rf (radiofrequency) electric field,

charged particles undergo two kinds of transverse diverging force. One is due to

the repulsive force between the charges of the same sign and is serious for high

intensity beam. The other is due to the transverse component of the rf electric

field and is inevitable when longitudinal stability is kept.

Let us see the motion of the charged particles in a conventional drift tube

linac (DTL). They are accelerated by the rf electric field in the gaps between

hollow electrodes named 'drift tubes'. In a OTL operated in 7r-mode, adjacent gaps

have reverse field (Fig.1.1). As the charged particles drift through the tubes,

the direction of the field is reversed and they are accelerated in the next gap.

When the lengths between the gaps are chosen properly, the particles will be

accelerated continuously. The particle that passes the center of the gap at the

determined rf phase is called the synchronous particle. The phase is called the

synchronous phase and designated as *s . One period of the accelerating structure

is called a unit cell. The cell length is equal to /3A/2 for it -mode linac ( WiderOe

type linac ) and pi for 27t-mode linac ( Alvarez type linac ), where I is free space

wave length for the operating rf frequency, and (i is the particle velocity

relative to the light velocity, e/c .

The synchronous phase is usually chosen so that the rf field increases with

time around it. Let us see particles which have the velocity lower than that of

the synchronous particle and enter the gap behind it. They will get an excess

energy gain compared to the synchronous particle. Then their velocity will come

near to the synchronous velocity, and after some times of passage it will become

higher than the velocity of the synchronous particle. Next time, the particles

enter the gap earlier and get less energy gain. Thus, the particles are

accelerated stably, oscillating around the synchronous particle. Their energy

and phase spreads are limited in certain widths. This oscillation is called the

'longitudinal1, or 'phase', or 'synchrotron' oscillation.

The phase width of the synchrotron oscillation is usually around 100 degrees.

Since the particle beam from an ion source is continuous in a time scale of the

rf period, more than two thirds of them are outside of the phase width and cannot

be accelerated. Then, the dc beam is usually modulated in velocity by a buncher

before entering a linac and concentrated into the phase width. The efficiency



of a buncher scarcely exceeds 70X.

The electric field in the gap has transverse component due to the fringing

field in the beam hole. The particles traversing the gap apart from the axis

suffer inward force in the first half and outward force in the latter half of

the gap (Fig.1.2). The forces do not cancel out, because the field strength varies

with time. When the synchronous phase is chosen to keep the stability of the

longitudinal oscillation, the outward force overcomes the inward one and diverges

the particle beam transversely (Ref.l).

In order to converge the beam transversely, most linacs use quadrupole (Q)

magnets contained in their drift tubes. The practical drift tube should be longer

than 50 mm to contain Q magnets. This means that the particles should be

pre-accelerated so fast and/or the operating frequency should be so low that the

cell length fil/2 or /?/t might be long enough to contain Q magnets. This is serious

especially for heavy ions. Practical voltage of an open type Cockcroft-Walton

pre-injector is about 500 kV. As for heavy ions with a charge to mass ratio,

q/M = 1/10, the energy is 50 keV per nucleon (keV/u), that is, ($ = 0.01 . This leads

to /I > 10 m, that is, operating frequency f should be lower than 30 MHz. A

low operating frequency means in general big dimensions of the acceleration

cavity.

The force on a charged particle by electro-magnetic field is

F-qe(E + ' i x B ) , (1-1)

where » and q are velocity and electric charge of the particle in elementary

charge unit e, respectively, and E, B are the electric and the magnetic field

strengths. The force by the magnetic field is proportional to the velocity, and

it is weak at low velocity. At the low velocity region the Q magnets require a

high field gradient exceeding 100 T/m (10 kG/cm) for usual heavy ion beams. In

order to get sufficient focusing force, often DTL is operated in 37r-mode which

gives enough drift tube lengths for the Q magnets.

On the other hand, the electric force does not depend on the particle

velocity. Electric focusing is effective at low velocity region in contrast to

magnetic one. Several focusing methods using rf electric field have been proposed

and tried (Ref.2). Those methods use rf quadrupole field generated by rectangular

drift tubes, or grids in drift tubes, or fingers on drift tubes (Figs.1.3, 1.4).

Generally, by using cylindrical coordinates { r, i; z ), the electric potential

in the linac can be expanded in the following Fourier-Bessel series,

o



U( r, i,, z ) - - £ £ £ 4mn /„ ( ™ ) cos(^) <»•«* , (1-2)

where /„ is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and of the n-th order,

v is the amplitude of the voltage between the drift tubes and lc is the cell length.

The time factor is eliminated. The coefficients Amn are determined by the

boundary conditions at the drift tube surface. Number of the coefficients which

satisfy the boundary conditions such as the fingered drift tubes are so many.

RFQ linac with fingered drift tubes is used in a linac system for heavy ions at

GSI (Ref.3). It is very difficult and unclear to formulate the beamdynamics

analytically by using them.

Out of the series mentioned above, Kapchinsky and Teplyakov took up the least

terms with m = 0, n = 0, 2 which are necessary to focus and accelerate the

particles and formulated a concept of the RFQ linac with 'space-uniform focusing

force1 ( Refs.4,5,6). Based on their concept, early 1970s Russian people constructed

a test machine and accelerated 100 mA proton beam (Ref.7). The details of the

machine structure and performance, however, were not known to the western world.

Also at LANL in USA, a test RFQ linac 'POP' was constructed (Refs.8, 9). The 'POP1

captured more than 80 % of the dc proton beam injected at 100 keV and accelerated

an ion beam of 30 mA up to 640 keV in the length of 1.1 m. These successes have

proven that the RFQ is very effective for acceleration of light particles of high

intensity in a low energy region.

The RFQ linac converges charged particles by RF Quadrupole field excited with

four electrodes named 'vanes' and accelerates them by the axial component generated

with the 'modulation', which is a wavy shape of the vane top (Fig.1.3). Each wave

of the modulation has two accelerating periods, 'cells'. The cell length is equal

to /3A/2. The modulation is formed continuously on the vane tops by using an

NC(numerically controlled) machine. The cell length can be shortened down to 5 mm,

only one tenth of that of DTL. Shorter cell length allows lower injection velocity

and/or higher rf frequency. Moreover, most part of injected dc beam can be bunched

and accelerated by varying the depth and wave length of the modulation properly

along the beam axis.

Thus, the RFQ seems to be the best linac as the lowest energy stage of a linac

system for ions. After the successes, RFQ linacs have taken the place of

conventional Cockcroft-Walton preinjector and buncher systems used at lowest

energy stages of proton linac systems (Refs.10, 11). Also, developments of RFQ

linacs for heavy ions were begun in LBL, CERN, CEN-Saclay (Refs.12, 13). The RFQ

linacs aimed at injection of heavy ions into Alvarez type linacs for proton
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synchrotron, which can accelerate heavy ions by operating in 47r-mode. The input

energy of the Alvarez linacs for 47r-mode operation is one fourth of that for

27r-mode operation for protons. Thus, the output energy of the RFQ linacs is about

187 keV/u and the lengths are around 2 m. Since they are operated in the same

frequency as the Alvarez linacs, 200 MHz, the diameters are around 0.3 m and

acceptable ions are limited in rather lighter ones.

In order to apply the RFQ to heavier ions, many problems had to be solved.

In 1979, just later than LANL, development of RFQ for heavy ions was begun in

Institute for Nuclear Study (INS), University of Tokyo. It begun with study of beam

dynamics and rf characteristics of acceleration cavities (Ref.14). Then a

prototype linac 1ITL1 was constructed and its performance was studied. On the

basis of these works, a long RFQ linac 'TALL' for heavy ions was constructed. This

paper describes the problems of the RFQ for heavy ions (Chap.2), what of them

has been solved in the work on the prototype (Chap.3), how the long RFQ linac TALL

has been realized (Chap.4), and what the performance of the TALL are (Chap.5).



Alvarez type

lc = IU

Wideroe type

lc = /M/2

Fig. 1.1. Drift tube linacs : 7r-mode (Wideroe type) and 2--mode (Alvarez type).

The arrows show the direction of the electric f ield at a moment.
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Fig. 1.2. RF field in the gaps between the drift tubes and time dependence of the

accelerating field.

B-t-o v
Fig. 1.3. Fingerd drift tubes.
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Fig.1.4. Rectangular dr i f t tubes.

— COSOJt

Fig.1.5. Four electrodes -Vanes' with wavy shape -'modulation1. Also the voltages
of the vanes are shown.
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Chapter 2. Basic concepts of the RFQ linac and

problems on i ts application to heavy ions

2.1. Acceleration

In this chapter, we summarize the basic equations describing the RFQ beam

dynamics, which will be necessary for discussing the works to be described in this

paper. The derivation of them and further details are given in Appendix A. The

symbols and notations are after Crandall et al., which are usually used (Ref.8).

The lowest-order electric potential among the vanes is expressed by

U - ?f{X ( £ ) 2 cos 2^ + AIB(kr) cos kz} . (2-1)

A „ "*" ~ / * m\ ~ \ ( ka « 1 ), (2-2)

X - 1 - Alo(ka) » 2
2 ( ka « 1 ), (2-3)

m + 1

where /„ is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and O-th order,

k - 2it/fik and ni is a modulation parameter defined in Fig.2.1. When the vanas

are straight, m - 1 , and it increases as the wavy shape becomes steep.

Non-dimensional parameters A, X are called accelerating and focusing parameters,

respectively. Physical meanings of them are shown below.

From Eq.2-1, we obtain

U( 0, 0, 0 ) - U{ 0, 0, (, ) - A Vo . (2-4)

This means that at a moment there exists potential difference A Va on the axis

between the beginning and the end of the unit cell. It corresponds to the gap

voltage of a drift tube type linac. As m increases from 1, A increases from zero

to unity. Thus, A is called the acceleration efficiency parameter. The

longitudinal motion in an RFQ is described in the same way as the drift tube linacs,

by substituting the gap voltage by A Vo and the transit time factor by 7r/4

(Eq.A-22).

Let the velocity of a particle relative to the light velocity be |3 , then

its flight length in a half period of the rf cycle is fic/2f - /U/2 , where f

and I are the frequency and the free space wave length, respectively. In the

following description, we express parameters of the synchronous particle by adding

a suffix s.

A particle having charge qe that passes the beginning of a unit cell at a

phase *s gains the following energy during traversing the cell.



AW - qe £• 4KO cos#, . (2-5)

Of course, the condition cos#s > o is necessary for acceleration.

2.2. Focusing

Since E - - grad u , the three components of the f i e l d are given by

Er - "^r-r cos2ip - Z^hdtr) cos kz , (2-6)
a «

sin 2tf , (2-7)

kAV

Ez - ̂ —-^Ukr) sin kz . (2-8)

The first terms in Eq. 2-6 and Eq. 2-7 bring the focusing quadrupole forces. As

m increases from unity, x decreases from unity to zero. Then X is named focusing

force parameter.

The equation of the transverse motion is derived by using the above

expression of the field component ( S A.4 ),

^ | + ( B sin 2KT) + Ar/ ) * - 0 , (2-9)
drj

where r? is number of the focusing periods 0A. Focusing strength parameter B is

B . ̂  xv. . j. _f^_ ii , (2_10)
and

where m0 is the atomic unit mass, r0 - alJx is called the characteristic radius

and equal to the aperture radius at quadrupolar symmetry plane, cosfcz = 0 .

Since beam current of heavy ions of multi-charge state is usually small,

the space charge ef fect is not important. When i t is not negligible, A r / should

be replaced by

A - hrf + Lsc , (2-12)

where Asc is defocusing strength due to the space charge effect (See SA.6). The

equation becomes the same as the one for DTL by substituting B by magnetic

focusing parameter.

B and A r / are non dimensional parameters having the following meanings.

In order to keep the longitudinal s tab i l i t y , the condition sin#s < o , that is ,
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Ar/ < o is necessary. This corresponds to the transverse defocusing when a linac

is operated with the longitudinal stability, *s being in the range -90 to 0

degrees. On the other hand B is proportional to transverse focusing force. It

does not depend on the particle velocity or z.

2.3. Stability of the transverse motion

Equation 2-9 is a Mathieu equation and has stable solutions for values of

B and A in a region of A - B plane limited by the upper boundary,

B + 2A - 2TZ\ (2-13)

and the lower boundary,

B2/87T2 + A - 0 , (2-14)

(See *A.3).

Even when the beam size is zero, that is, the beam emittance is zero, the

following condition should be satisfied,

V -87TaA < B < 27TZ - 2A . (2-15)

Practically the constraint due to the left inequality is important. When

the defocusing force due to the space charge is negligible,

This inequality shows : a small charge to mass ratio and low velocity of

particle require high intervane voltage, long rf wave length and small beam

aperture for heavy ion acceleration. Generally speaking, low operating frequency

leads to large dimensions of accelerator structure and low acceleration efficiency.

The high voltage and small aperture mean high electric field strength.

The smooth approximation of Eq.2-9 gives the transverse beam size as

(2-17)

where en is the normalized beam emittance, and

{ 1 + B/4X2 f
r+ V + A

is the ratio of the maximum betatron function to the focusing period (SA.5). The

approximation is good when the phase advance of the betatron oscillation per the

focusing period is smaller than 7r/2, that is, in the lower half of the stable region

of the transverse motion. These expressions show that the "larger is B and the

smaller is I A i , the smaller is the beam size under the above condition.

- J O -



2.4. Acceleration cavity of four-vane structure

Various resonator structures such as double H, four-vane, split coaxial, spiral

structures and so on have been proposed in order to generate the rf quadrupole

field (Ref. 15). Among them the four-vane structure is the best in the frequency

range from 50 to 500 MHz. This structure has four plate electrodes - vanes -

mounted in a cylinder with four fold symmetry. Charged particles are focused

by the transverse rf quadrupole field excited in the space among the four

electrodes. They are accelerated by the longitudinal component generated with

the wavy shape - modulation - of the vane tops. Mechanically the structure is

simple, stout and easy for cooling. Electrically it can give the high shunt

impedance, because the cavity is excited in a TE ( Transverse Electric ) mode.

The rf current goes transversely and the wall resistance along the current path

is smaller than that for other resonant mode. The smaller wall resistance leads

to smaller power loss for a certain current.

In a resonant cavity of a finite length any TEmno mode cannot be excited,

in principle, because it does not satisfy the boundary condition that the

tangential component of electric field is zero at the both ends. In a four-vane

cavity used for RFQ, windows are placed between the vane ends and the end walls

(Fig.3.2). When the cavity is excited in the TE211 mode, the magnetic flux runs

along the vanes in a quadrant and in the opposite direction in the adjacent

quadrants. A part of the magnetic flux goes through the narrow gaps between

the vanes and the rest part of the flux goes through the windows to the adjacent

quadrants. When the geometry of the end windows is chosen so that all the flux

goes through the end windows without going through the gaps between the vanes,

the field could be nearly constant over the most part of the vane length. Namely,

the cavity seems as if it is operated at the cutoff frequency to the particles

to be accelerated as the beam dynamics design assumes (See §6.4.). Thus some authors

use the name TE210 and others TE211 for the fundamental mode of TE21 used for

the RFQ linac. In this paper we name it pseudo-TE210.

2.5. Operating frequency and cavity diameter

Let us estimate an operating frequency for typical parameters in the energy

region where the rf defocusing effect is important. Let Mlq = 7, (S = 0.5%

(11.7 keV/u) , vo = 80 kV , *, = - 30° and A = 0.3 , then

-11-



y- > ~ 660 . (2-19)

This means that the operating frequency should be lower than about 110 MHz for

a characteristic radius, ro of 5 mm .

As shown in §B.3, the diameter of the four-vane cavity is about 0.6 m for

100 MHz. Errors in the vane alignment will bring multipole components in the beam

aperture which reduce the beam acceptance. Also they will bring macroscopic

distortion of the cavity field through the errors of the capacitance between

the vanes. A displacement of the vane top by 0.1 mm brings capacitance change

of 0.8% for r0 of 5 mm (Refs.14,15). The effect of the capacitance error to the

field distribution is proportional to the square of the cavity length. It is thus

of great importance for heavy ion RFQ to align the large vanes with small

tolerance.

2.6. Geometry of the vane transverse cross section and sparking limit

Theoretical surface

The theoretical surface of the vanes is the equipotential surface of the

potential given by Eq.2-1,

Since the surface is hyperbolic on x-y plane at z giving the quadrupolar symmetric

cross section, the adjacent electrodes come close to each other as r increases

(Fig.2.3). High voltage cannot be applied on the electrodes of the theoretical

shape. The theoretical surface should be modified so as to be applied high voltage

and to have a good quadrupole field. When the cross section of the vane top is

approximated by a circle whose radius is equal to the radius of the curvature of

the theoretical surface at the top, a two-dimensional calculation using SUPERFISH

shows that the quadrupole field is 5% stronger than the theoretical one at the

beam aperture radius (Ref.14).

Sparking limit

The calculation shows also that the surface field gets its maximum,

Emaz - U 6 Vol r0 around the point where the inter vane distance is minimum. For

example, with Ko = 80 kV and r0 = 5 mm, E^ is 21.8 kV/mm. It is 1.9 times higher

than the so called KilPatrick's criterion at 100 MHz (Ref.16). Similar field

strength can be applied in a single gap cavity operated at 60 MHz (Ref.17). The
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structure is, however, axially symmetric and good surface is obtained easily by

machining with a lathe. While the vane modulation is machined with a ball end mill

and cusp-shaped cutter marks remain on the surface. On the POP of LANL, more than

two times KilPatrick's criterion was applied (Ref.18). However, it was achieved

only in pulse operation of low duty factor, 0.1%. It is a problem how to apply such

a high field strength in cw or high duty operation which are often required by

nuclear physics experiments. In Fig.2.4, Kilpatrick's criterion of the sparking

limit and actually achieved field strengths are given.

2.7. Acceleration efficiencies and length of the cavity

The RFQ linac uses rf electric field not only for acceleration, but also

for focusing. Then it is supposed that its accelerating gradient and effective

shunt impedance is less than those of drift tube linac.

Accelerating gradient

Let us estimate the energy gain per cell for typical parameters using Eq.2-5.

Let Vo = 80 kV, A = 0.6 and #s = - 30". Then A W is q • 32.6 keV. The energy gain

per charge scarcely exceeds 40 keV/cell, because the applicable vane voltage is

limited by sparking between the adjacent vanes and a considerable part of the

rf field is consumed in the transverse focusing. The accelerating gradient

averaged over the cavity length will be 800 kV/m at most and considerably lower

than that of DTL. It results in a long cavity for heavy ions.

Shunt impedance

From a view point of rf power efficiency, the excellence of an accelerator

structure of a linac is measured by the effective shunt impedance. It is

designated by zeff ( fi/m ) and defined as

( TE/e f iz"f Pi—l^v &~21)Pil^v
where T, p, I and E are the transit time factor, the rf wall loss, the length of

the linac, and an equivalent voltage which gives the same energy to the particle,

respectively.

As shown in §B3.5, the rf wall loss of a four-vane structure is about 30 kw/m

for the above typical vane voltage, v0 of 80 kV and for an operating frequency

of 100 MHz. The accelerating gradient given above, 0.8 MV/m and this wall loss give

an effective shunt impedance, ZelI ~ 30 MO/m. This value is lower than DTL of
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Wideroe type used in the same velocity region.

Cavity length

Since RFQ can accept low velocity beam and can bunch dc beam with a capture

efficiency exceeding 90%, it is the best as the lowest energy stage of a linac

system. However, accelerating gradient and the effective shunt impedance are

not necessarily better than the DTL. After the particle velocity becomes to give

an enough cell length to contain focusing magnets in the drift tubes, DTL should

take place of the RFQ, as early as possible. It is fi = 4% (750 keV) for proton

linac of Alvarez type operated at 200 MHz. The cell length /tt is then 60 mm.

The length of a proton RFQ for that energy is about 1.2 m. The low accelerating

gradient of RFQ Is serious for heavy ions. For example, the cavity length exceeds

7 m in order to accelerate heavy ions of M/q = 1/7 , up to 800 keV/u which can

be accepted by the following DTL.

A long cavity brings difficulties of manufacturing and alignment. Also, the

field tuning and mode separation become more difficult, in proportion to the square

of the length as shown below.

2.8. Field stabilization.

Field uniformity

The beam dynamics design assumes that the intervane voltage is constant along

the z-axis. If the field is not uniform, the synchronous phase is not kept at

the design value, and the longitudinal (phase) acceptance will be decreased. Thus

transmission efficiency will be decreased.

As we see in SB.2, Maxwell's equations lead to the following expression for

a field component e in a cavity :

+/ioro ( &/ - «/ ) B - 0 . (2-22)
az

By use of the relations uoco - l/c2 and uc - 2TI/C - Z7rc/dr ,

where s is the axial distance normalized to the cavity length, I , and <le is the

cutoff wave length. The expression shows that the field component can be constant

where the cutoff frequency tc is equal to the operating frequency f. By adjusting

the geometry of the cavity ends, the resonant frequency of the total cavity can

be brought close to the cutoff frequency. Also the equation shows that a deviation
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of fc from the design one, for example, due to misalignment of the vanes affects

the field distribution in proportion to the square of the length.

Mode separation

In a cavity there can be many resonances. When these resonant frequencies

are close to the operating frequency, they will bring field distortion and unstable

operation. Separation of the RFQ mode from other modes is thus very important.

The resonant frequencies of modes in a cavity are given

where n is the longitudinal mode number ( SB.3 ).

The dipole cutoff frequency is a few per cent lower than the quadrupole one.

The operating frequency, which is nearly equal to the quadrupole cutoff frequency,

can be between the dipole resonances. As the cavity becomes longer, the dipole

resonances come near to each other. Then it becomes more difficult to separate

the quadrupole mode from the dipole modes, as the cavity becomes longer.

RF system

In a linac complex system, the operating frequencies should be exactly the

same or the integral multiple each other. The resonant frequency can vary with

the cavity temperature and beam loading. It is a problem, what the frequency

dependence on them is. The frequency shift can be compensated by varying

capacitance or inductance of the cavity. In the case of a long RFQ, however, slight

change of them can destroy the field uniformity. Thus it is essential to establish

how to control the frequency without destroying the field uniformity.

In a linac complex system, also the phases between linacs should be controlled

well. Phase control is well established for conventional linacs and the same

method can be applied to the RFQ. The input impedance of the cavity depends on

the wall surface condition and beam loading. The rf power feed method should be

flexible to the change of the loads and easy for maintenance. The manifold

coupling used for the POP keeps the geometrical symmetry, but it is too big for

a cavity for heavy ions. It makes the structure too much complicated and the

cavity cooling difficult. It is not flexible for the change of the cavity

i mpedance.

2.9. Quality of the output beam and operation practice
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The quality of the output beam and its dependence on operation conditions

should be well known in order to design the following linacs which accelerate

the output beam. Nowadays, particle behaviour can be well predicted by computer

simulations, for example, by using computer codes such as PARMILA for DTL and

PARMTEQ for RFQ (Ref.8). Beam test will prove whether the rf field assumed in

the simulation is realized in the beam aperture. It will give information of

the effects of the fringing field at the cavity ends on the particle motion, which

are difficult to be predicted by the simulation. Also it will give informations

about emittance growth which is brought by various causes.

In the beam test, energy, transverse emittance, longitudinal emittance ( phase

spread and energy spread ) should be measured. Particle behaviour is interesting

when the design conditions are not kept : the input beam is not matched to the

transverse and longitudinal acceptance of the RFQ : the vane voltage is excess or

deficient : the vane voltages are unbalanced, and so on. Practice of operation

is interesting : how the multipactoring occurs and is gone over : how sparking

occurs and ages : how frequency shifts : how outgassing ages and pressure of the

cavity gets better, and so on.
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Fig.2.2. Stable region of the equation of the transverse motion.
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Fig.2.3. The solid curves are the theoretical cross section of the vanes at the

quadrupole symmetric plane. The dashed curves are those by an approximation with

circle and tangent.
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Chapter 3. Studies on model cavities and a prototype linac 'LITL'

In order to solve the problems mentioned in the previous chapter, a prototype

RFQ linac 'LITL1 ( Lithium Ion Test Linac ) was constructed and i t s performance

was studied. Prior to the construction the r f characteristics were studied on

two model cavit ies of four-vane structure. A th i rd model was made to study

effects that would be brought about by joining four-vane cavity modules to make

a long RFQ linac.

3.1. RF characterist ic study of four-vane model cavities

Cold model 1

The f i r s t model cavity, Cold Model 1, was made in order to grasp the basic

characteristics of the four-vane cavity. I t was 1 m in length and 188 mm in

diameter. I t was made of aluminum and had unmodulated vanes. The measured

resonant frequency of the pseudo-TE210 mode was 452.8 MHz and O.245G lower than

the one calculated by a computer code SUPERFISH, 453.9 MHz. The measured frequency

of pseudo-TEllO was lower than pseudo-TE210 one by 22.7 MHz (Ref.14).

Cold model 2

The second model was 1 m in length and 258 mm in diameter. The cylinder

was made of aluminum. Two sets of copper vanes were manufactured. One set had

modulation of constant cell length of 30 mm. Its characteristic radius was

14.28 mm. They were mounted inside the cylinder so that the minimum aperture

might be 10 mm. The other set had unmodulated vanes of a constant cross section

which was the same as that of the modulated one at quadrupolar symmetric plane.

The cross section at the vane top was approximated with a circle with a radius

which is equal to the radius of curvature of the theoretical cross section at

the vane top. The vanes were mounted with 'base plugs', whose detail is given in

53.3. This method assured the precision and reproducibility within 100 /im.

The measured frequency of pseudo-TE210 for the cavity with the modulated

vanes was 293.5 MHz. The measured field distribution in the beam aperture was

satisfactory. It was proved that longitudinally uniform field and enough mode

separation were obtainable with a single loop coupler. The dimension of the loop

required to match the cavity impedance to that of the feeder line agreed with

the one calculated by an equivalent circuit analysis. Mode separation increased

by using 'interstitial vanes' without varying the frequency of the pseudo-TE210
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mode largely. After the rf characteristics were studied on the modulated vanes,

the unmodulated vanes were mounted in place of the modulated ones. The resonant

frequency of the pseudo-TE210 mode for the unmodulated vanes was 2.5 MHz higher

than that for the modulated vanes.

Vane separation model

An RFQ linac of 7 m in length could not be constructed without separating

the vanes, because it is impossible to make NC machining on such a long vane in a

piece and also it is difficult to align the vanes within a required precision. When

the vanes are composed of the separated pieces, the joints will affect the rf

field.

The effects of vane separation were studied on the third model. This model

was made by using the unmodulated vanes of the cold model 2. The cavity was

separated into two sections longitudinally. The two sections were jointed with

rf contactors between the outer cylinders, while leaving some gap between the

vanes. The resonant frequency, quality (Q) factor and field distribution were

measured for various vane gap widths. When a longitudinally flat field was excited,

these parameters were found not to differ significantly from those with rf

contactors between the vanes (Ref.21).

3.2. Beam dynamics design for the LITL

Beam dynamics was studied so as to give high accelerating gradient and high

capture efficiency for a given injected dc beam. Space charge effects were not

much taken account into, because heavy ion beams of high charge state which we

aimed at accelerating scarcely exceed 1 n»A. The cell parameters were optimized

by dividing the total cells according to their functions into six stages, 'radial

matching section1, 'shaper1, 'pre-buncher', 'buncher', 'booster' and 'accelerator' (Ref.22).

New formulation of radial matching section

The transverse acceptance of the RFQ depends on the phase at which the ion

beam is injected, while the emittance of the input dc beam is time independent.

In order to match the dc beam to the RFQ acceptance, LANL people introduced a

concept of 'radial matching section1 where the transverse focusing strength

parameter B is increased from nearly zero to a final value linearly along the

axis. They employed a tapered vane profile. The vane profile was assumed to give

the focusing strength distribution and the fringing field effect was neglected.
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They expected a transmission efficiency of 80-85% and obtained it experimentally

(Ref.9).

In order to get higher efficiency, a new formulation for the design of the

radial matching section was proposed by Tokuda and Yamada (Ref.23). The section

of the LITL was designed by using their formulation. According to their

formulation, the focusing strength parameter in this section is given by

B(z) - ± J ^ y Bo sin kz * Bo sin kz , (3-1)

k - TZ I 21, (3-2)

where a is the aperture radius at the end of the radial matching section, I is

the length of the section, and Bn is the focusing strength parameter of the main

part. This focusing strength is obtained by expanding the field in a Bessel-Fourier

series and taking the least term.

Using this formulation, optimal parameters were searched. The calculation

took account of the axial component of the rf field. The longer is the section,

the smaller becomes the envelope angle and the bigger the envelope radius of the

acceptable input beam for the same emittance.

Rapid bunching of the input dc beam

After the input dc beam is radially matched to the transverse acceptance

of the RFQ, it is bunched by increasing the acceleration field and changing the

synchronous phase gradually from - 90° toward a final synchronous phase angle.

On the bunching process, Kapchinsky and Teplyakov, and LANL people vary the

parameters slowly to avoid beam loss due to increase of the space charge density

in the separatrix, though they differ in details (Ref.8). Their processes are

necessary and effective for high intensity beam. The processes, however, require

a number of cells. It results in a long cavity length and low shunt impedance.

This part 'prebuncher' for the LITL was designed by using a 'rapid bunching

process' proposed by Yamada (Ref.24). After the separatrix with a width of nearly

360° is formed in a section named 'shaper', the rapid bunching is accomplished by

increasing the synchronous phase quickly, for example, from - 88" to - 60° within

a half period of the longitudinal oscillation of small amplitude. On the process

the separatrix area is kept constant. This method is very effective when the beam

intensity is not so large and the space charge effect is not essential. This

method can shorten the cavity length compared with the methods proposed by

Kapchinsky and Teplyakov, and by LANL people.
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Input beam parameters

The minimum charge to mass ratio of ions to be accepted was chosen to be 1/7.

This choice covers a lot of ion species such heavy ions as 7u+, 20Ne3+, 40Ar6+ and

so on. The injection energy was determined to be 5 keV/u. Injection energy for

q/M- 1/7 is then 35 kV. Normalized emittance of the input beams was assumed to

be 0.6 it mm-mrad considering the performance of available ion sources (Ref. 25).

Optimization of the cell parameters

The maximum surface field strength of 20.5 kV/mm was assumed to be

applicable, which corresponds to 1.8 times the KilPatrick's criterion at 100 MHz.

The characteristic radius ro was set constant, because it was expected not to vary

the intervane capacitance. It leads to constant B except for the radial matching

section. The overall length was limited below about 1.2 m by the capability of

available numerically controlled mill. Under these conditions, the optimum cell

parameters were searched to 'aive as high output energy and transmission as

possible. The computer code PARMTEQ was used to simulate the particle motion

in the RFQ (Ref.8). Another computer code GENRFQ was developed to make the

parameter research efficiently.

The obtained design parameters are shown in Table 3-1. In Fig.3.1 some of

these parameters are given versus the cell number. The machine will accelerate

ions with q/M of 1/7 from 5 up to 138 keV/u in the vane length of 1.223 m, or in

132 cells including 12 cells of the radial matching section. The transmission is

expected to be 94 X for 0 mA and 64 % for 2 mA.

3.3. Construction of the cavity of the LITL

General structure

Four-vane structure driven with a single loop coupler was chosen. Loop

coupling makes the cavity simpler than the one with the manifold coupling which

was used for the POP. The transverse cross section of the cavity was determined

using SUPERFISH so that the geometry at the quadrupolar symmetry, kz = itII, might

give a resonant frequency of 100 MHz for the TE210 mode. As a result the cavity

is 56 cm in diameter and 138 cm in length. The inside view and the schematic

drawing of the LITL are shown in Figs.3.2 and 3.3.

Four end capacitive tuners are mounted to each end lid. Each quadrant of

the cavity has a side tuner of plunger type and has three monitoring loops. The

cavity has cooling channels for cw 25 kW power dissipation. Through the plugs
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cooling water is supplied to the vanes. The difference between the thermal

expansions of the vanes and the cavity-cylinder was calculated to be less than

0.1 mm at the full power of cw 25 kW with these cooling channels.

Cavity cylinder

The cavity cylinder was made of mild steel. The inner surface was

copper-plated by using copper cyanide, though it was reported that plating using

copper sulphate gave a good result for the construction of a linac (Ref.27). Copper

cyanide plating is more common and also more economical. Before the vane

mounting, the Q value of the cylinder was measured with all the ports covered

by copper plates. The measured value of TElll mode was 66,000, about 90% of the

one for an ideal cylindrical resonator made of pure copper.

Vanes

Approximation of the modulation shape The vane-top shape in the

transverse cross section is approximated by a circular arc with a radius of

curvature at i> = 0 or T/Z of the theoretical shape given by Eq.2-10 and its

tangential lines (Fig.3.4). A SUPERFISH calculation shows that, with this

approximation, the deviation of the transverse field strength from the ideal value

is plus 5% at ro . For this geometry the maximum surface field strength is

calculated to be 1.36 V/r0.

Vane geometry of the both ends The radial matching section has the shape

determined by the new formulation. The input ends are truncated and have gaps

of one cell length to the end wall. The truncation gives no significant effect

to the electric field; the electric field lines run toward the cavity end wall

in this region. The transverse vane-top shape in the radial matching section is

also approximated by the circular arc and tangents. The output ends of the vanes

are truncated at kz - 7r, that is, at the top or bottom of the modulation without

any matching section.

Machining of the modulation The details of the vane manufacturing are

described in Ref. 26, the outline being as follows. The vane is made of solid

copper. The vane top was machined with a numerically controlled (NC) mill by using

a carbide ball cutter. Its radius is 5 mm which is smaller than the minimum radius

of vane curvature, 5.5 mm, near the end of the prebuncher section. Error of the

NC machining was measured by a three-dimensional coordinate measuring machine with
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an accuracy of 5 vm. The machining error is within ± 30 pm over the whole vane

length of 1.22 m.

Surface finish The goal of surface finish was determined to be 1.6S, which

means that the maximum height of cusps on the surface is 1.6 /JID. After the

machining, the vanes were electropolished by 30 ^m to remove the cusps on the

surfaces. The vane surfaces were finished to a roughness less than 2s except

for the vane top. The roughness of the vane top in the longitudinal direction

was examined with a small unmodulated vane machined under the same condition,

because it was very difficult to measure that of the modulated vane. The result

showed that a roughness of 7S after the NC machining reduced to 3S with the

electropolishing. The obtained surface finish for the vane top does not satisfy

the goal, but the design surface electric field was applied as described below.

Vane mounting method

The vanes were mounted using base plugs (Fig.3.5). As well known, it is very

difficult to machine precise flats inside a long cylinder which can be the base

planes of the vanes. On the other hand, it is not difficult to machine precise

flats outside of a cylinder and precise inner diameter of a cylinder. Through

holes machined on the flats, the base plugs were inserted into the cylinder. The

inside flats of the plugs were used as the base planes to mount the vanes. Each

vane was mounted to the cylinder using four plugs. The vanes were contacted to

the cylinder electrically with silver coated stainless-steel tubes which were

manufactured as a vacuum seal. Machining errors of the vanes and cylinder were

tolerated by the contactor. The strain which give good contact has much wider

range than the one required for vacuum seal (Ref. 28).

3.4. Field tuning and high power test

Field tuning

Using end capacitive tuners, the field was tuned to have azimuthal and

longitudinal uniformity of ±Z% and ±5%, respectively. The azimuthal unbalance

was further reduced to ±1% by using the side tuners which were also used for

frequency control. In the LITL cavity, insertion of a side tuner into one

quadrant raised a field level in opposite quadrant without affecting the fields

in adjacent quadrants, and also had little effect on the longitudinal voltage

distribution. The field level in the opposite quadrant increased proportionally
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to an insertion amount of the side tuner in a rate of 0.4 %/mm.

The cavity was tuned for the pseudo-TE210 mode to resonate at 99.8 MHz.

It had a sufficient mode separation against the closest mode TE111, which is 1.3 MHz

higher than the pseudo-TE210.

The side tuners were also used to control the resonant frequency. Equal

amount of insertion of the four side tuners brought an increase of the resonant

frequency in a rate 6.2 kHz/mm but no disturbance on the electric field

distribution even when the initial positions of four side tuners were different.

Also pulling out of the tuners decreased the resonant frequency in the same rate.

High power test

The rf level in the cavity was measured with the monitor loops. The

monitoring loop showed that an rf power of 22 kW was required to generate a vane

voltage above which the output current of 'Li* increased scarcely. By comparing

the experimental dependence of the output beam current on the vane voltage with

the computer simulation, the voltage was determined to be 62 kV. The required

power was very close to a value of 21.4 kW calculated from the measured Q-value

and a stored energy evaluated by the SUPERFISH. The effective shunt impedance

was estimated to be 43.5 MQ/m.

A field strength of 20.5 kV/mm, 1.8 times Kilpatrick's criterion could be

applied in cw operation. Field of two times Kilpatrick's criterion was applied

in pulse operation of 1 ms duration with 10 ms repetition period. Some pits due

to sparking were observed on the end walls, capacitive tuners and cylinder wall

near the coupler after the operation. No pit was observed on the vane top. Stain

was observed on the surface of the cutback of the vane ends and opposing cylinder

wall.

Frequency shift

Frequency shift was observed as large as 250 kHZ for the operation by 7 kW

cw, 1.1 times Kilpatrick's criterion. It is much larger than the one calculated from

the measured cavity temperature (Ref.29). It was shown that the cooling of the

vanes, especially, their end parts must be improved.

Vacuum

The cavity was evacuated by a turbomolecular pump with a pumping speed of

500 i/s. The pumping port of the cavity had a copper grid to prevent the rf power

leakage. Effective pumping speed was calculated to be 130 l/s. Pressure in the
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cavity was measured by a penning gauge on the end wall. It was 6 x 10"7 Torr

during operation with beam.

3.5. Beam test

Ion beams of H+, Ht, 3He+, wLi + were successfully accelerated up to 138 kev/u.

Acceleration characteristics were studied using proton beam.

Beam test stand

An ion source of surface ionization type was used for Li ion production. Ions

of gaseous materials were produced with a duoplasmatron type ion source or with

a compact microwave ion source. The ion beam extracted with an energy of 5 keV/u

was transported through two sets of einzel lenses to a separating magnet. The

separated ion beam was focused with a triplet of electric quadrupole lenses and

with an einzel lens into a phase space which matches to the RFQ acceptance (Fig.3.6).

The beam intensity and emittance were measured with a measurement system which

was composed of movable slits and a Faraday cup. The measurement system is placed

behind the einzel lens, 7 cm upstream from the entrance of the RFQ.

The accelerated beam was focused with a triplet of quadrupole magnets on

the object point of an analyzer magnet. The analyzer magnet has an orbit radius

of 40 cm and a bending angle of 90°. The edges of the magnet make an angle of

63.4° with the beam and have vertical focusing action. The dispersion r) is 1.6 m.

Defining slit systems of variable width and Faraday cups are placed at the object

and image point of the magnet.

Transmission

The output beam current was measured as function of the intervane voltage.

The current was measured by a Faraday cup, placed about 0.5 m downstream from

the triplet of the Q magnets. Particles which were transported through the RFQ

without acceleration could not reach the Faraday cup, because they diverged owing

to too strong focusing force of the Q magnets. The output beam currents of various

ions are shown versus the vane voltage (Fig.3.8). The dependences are similar to

each other.

Other accelerator characteristics were studied using H+ ions, for which a vane

voltage seven times higher than the design value is applicable (Fig.3.9). When

the vane voltage is increased gradually, output beam appeares at 90% of the design

voltage. It is explained by the stability of the longitudinal motion as follows.
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In the booster and acceleration sections, the particles are accelerated at #s = -

30° for the normal operation. The synchronous phase will shift to zero to hold

the energy gain per unit cell when the vane voltage is decreased. The phase width

of the separatrix * decreases as * = 3 l»5l. At 87% of the design voltage, #s
reaches to zero and the particles cannot be accelerated any more. The

experimental results show this lower limit of the vane voltage.

At the design voltage the experimental transmission is lower than the

calculated one. It is owing to that the input beam emittance is not enclosed in

the emittance ellipse used for the calculation (Fig.3.10). At 1.2 times the design

voltage, the transmission exceeded 90%. It is because the transverse focusing force

is larger than the design one at the voltage.

Figure 3.9 shows that the transmission decreases abruptly above the voltage

of 3.5 times the design value. The behaviour is well explained by the stability

of the transverse motion. When the vane voltage is increased, the focusing strength

parameter B increases proportionally to the voltage. The parameter is 17.5 at

the voltage. The working line for a vane voltage of 3.5 times the design value

is shown in Fig.2.2. The working line is near to the upper boundary of the stable

region above the voltage. This is the reason why the transmission decreases above

the voltage.

Energy of the output beam

The energy of the output beam was measured with the analyzer magnet.

Momentum spectra for the Li ions accelerated at the design voltage are shown in

Fig.3.11. The energies are known to be 137.6 ± 3.5 keV/u. The achieved accelerating

gradient is 790 kV/m. This value is considerably higher than the value of th

POP at 425 MHz for protons, 500 kV/m and the value of FMIT RFQ at 85 MHz for

deuterons of several ten milliampere, 450 kV/m. It was demonstrated that the rapid

bunching method gives high accelerating gradient for heavy ions of low intensity.

Longitudinal emittance

Momentum spread Momentum spectra for various vane voltages were

measured on a H+ beam. The results and the computer simulations are shown in

Fig.3.12. The measured spread is about 2 % in FWHM for the normal vane, Vn = 1,

where Vn is a value normalized with the design intervane voltage. The momentum

spread for Vn = 2 is 1.7 times broader than that for Vn = 1. The measured spread

agrees with the calculation.

Phase width The time structure of the output beam was observed 26 cm
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behind the RFQ ex H with a bunch probe. In Fig.3.14 the result is given for various

vane voltages. The bunch width becomes broad as the voltage increases. It is 40

deg in full width at the normal vane voltage and agrees with the simulation.

Transverse emittance

The emittance of the output beam was measured 26 cm downstream from the

exit, without exciting the Q magnets by a measurement system similar to the one

used in the injection line. The results are shown in Fig.3.13. The bars and dots

are that of the measurement and computer simulation, respectively. They agree

well with each other. It is known that the truncation of the output v<me ends does

not affect the beam emittance.

3.6. Summary of the prototype linac LITL

Cavity construction The vane mounting method using base plugs enabled

the precise vane alignment within a precision of 100 iim. The copper plating by

copper cyanide and the rf contact method gave a quality factor of 11000, 60% of

the ideal one. The effective shunt impedance of 43.5 MQ/m was achieved. The

circular approximation for the vane shape and careful surface treatment of the

modulation realized the electric field strength exceeding 1.8 times kilpatrick's

criterion. The cavity could be driven stably by a simple loop coupler with a

sufficient mode separation.

Beam test An output energy of 966 keV was realized for 'Li+ by the vane

of the length of 1.22 m. The accelerating gradient of 790 kV/m is higher than

the one of the POP, 500 kV/m. The rapid bunching method gave the high accelerating

gradient for heavy ions of low intensity. Transmission exceeding 90 % was

achieved. The design of the radial matching section based on the new formulation

is good. The dependence of the transmission on the vane voltage is well explained

by the transverse and longitudinal motions of the particles. The measurement of

the transverse and longitudinal emittance of the output beams agree well with

the computer simulation. The circular approximation for the vane shape generated

a satisfactory rf field in the beam aperture expected by the beam dynamics design.

The truncation of the output vane ends did not give significant effect.

Studies on the prototype linac proved that the design principle is correct.

The cavity cooling, however, was not perfect. And if a longer radial matching

section was allowed, the RFQ could accept an input beam with a smaller envelope
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angle and larger diameter than the ones of the used beam for the same emittance,
which could be easily formed by the injection line.
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Table 3-1. Design parameters of the prototype RFQ linac 'LITL'

Ions

Injection energy
Output energy
Operating frequency
Vane length
Cell numbers

Charge to mass rat io , q/M = 1 - 1 / 7
5 keV/u

138 keV/u

100 MHz

1.223 m

132 including 12 of radial match, sect.
Characteristic bore radius, constant r0

Minimum bore radius, a^n

Focusing strength, Bo

Maximum defocusing strength, A6

Intervane voltage, q/M = 1 / 7
Maximum f i e ld

4.1 mm
2.5 mm

5.0
- 0.11
62 kV

20.5 kV/mm
Transmission for input beam with normalized emittance of
0.6 7r mmmrad, q/M = 1/ 7 94 % ( 0 mA)

92 % ( 2 ma)
64 % (10 mA)

RM shaper buncher accelerator

0>
prebuncher

accelerate

booster

-30

-60

-90

E

2.5

- 2.0

1.5

1.0

> 
(U
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U

)

at

- 5

- m

- o'

200

Fig.3.1. Vane parameters vs. cell number of the LITL.
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Vane extender Vane mounting plugs Pan type cap

View port
RF monitor Pumping port

Fig.3.2. Drawing of the LITL cavity.

Fig.3.3. Inside view of the LITL cavity.
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Fig.3.4. Approximated geometry of the vane transverse cross section.

surface A
surface B

water seal
vacuum seal
rf contact

locator pins

TTTf / ECU

vacuum sealvane
mounting plug

Fig.3.5. Base plug for vane mounting.
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RFQ LINAC ( LITL ) TEST STAND AT INS

IS EL BM EQT EL RFQ Linac MQT SL,PH,FC3 BA

I J I I

0 1 3 m

PM
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EM

SI.

VP

V
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Ion Source

Einzel Lens

Bending Magnet ( 45° )

Steering magnet

Electric Quadrupole Tr ip let

Magnetic Quadrupole Tr ip let

Beam Analyzer Magnet ( 90" )

Profi le Monitor

Faraday Cup monitor

Emittance Monitor

S l i t system

Vacuum Pumping station

Gate Valve

Bunch Probe

Fig.3.6. Layout of the test stand.

Fig.3.7. View of the LITL test stand.
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Chapter 4. Construction and field tuning of a long RFQ linac 'TALL'

4.1. Objects and beam parameters

As is shown in the previous chapter, many problems of the RFQ linac for heavy

ions were solved by studying on the prototype LITL. However the length is so short

that its output beam energy of 138 keV/u corresponds to the particle velocity only

of (S = 1.7%. The pi is 51.6 mm for an operating frequency of 100 MHz and too small

to be accepted by a DTL in next acceleration stage. As described in §2.5, a length

of an RFQ exceeding 7 m is required to accelerate heavy ions with qlM - 1/7 to

a velocity high enough for a next linac.

In order to realize such a long RFQ linac several problems remained to be

solved : how to machine the long vanes : how to align the vanes with a required

precision : how to tune and stabilize the rf field : and how to control the

frequency without destroying field uniformity. Construction of the TALL was

planned to give answers to the the above problems.

Input ion beams We chose 1/7 for the minimum charge to mass ratio of

acceptable ions. This choice covers a lot of ion species from light ions such as

H + and He2+ up to ions of medium mass number such as 7Li+, 20Ne3+, 40Ar6+ and so on,

which can be generated by a conventional PIG type ion source. Heavier ions with

charge to mass ratio of 1/7 such as 8 4Kr m and l84w26* can be generated by ECR type

ion sources (Ref.25). A considerable part of elements in the periodic table will

be accelerated with the RFQ by using an ECR type ion source.

When the long RFQ linac is -ealized successfully, it will be used at the

lowest energy stage of a linac sy.tem, for example, at the injector system for

a heavy ion synchrotron 'TARN II1, which is under construction at INS (Ref.32).

Input beam energy The ion source and its power supply for a linac are

mounted on a high voltage terminal to provide ions injection energy. Low injector

voltage makes it easy to access them. Also low voltage reduces the construction

cost of them and the focusing elements of the beam injection line. It will shorten

the length of the radial matching section and bunching section of the RFQ. On

the other hand, low terminal voltage makes it difficult to extract high intensity

ion beam from the ion source and to transport it. The injection energy was thus

determined to be 8 keV/u according to study by computer simulation on the

injection system. This leads to a terminal voltage of 56 kV for acceleration of

ions with charge to mass ratio of 1/7. It is not so difficult to insulate the

ion source with this voltage from the ground.
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Eroittance Normalized emittance of the input beams was assumed to be

0.6 it mmmrad (100% emittance) considering the performance of available ion

sources. The particle velocity relative to the light, 0, is then 0.41%. The

non-normalized emittance is 145 T: mmmrad. This value is smaller than the one

for the LITL and will make it easy to transport the input beam and to match it

the RFQ.

Output beam energy We determined to accelerate the beam up to

800 keV/u. The ions have the /? of 4.1% for this energy. At an rf frequency of

100 MHz it gives fi& = 124 mm, which is long enough to contain magnetic focusing

elements in the drift tubes of the following linac.

Transverse focusing strength We chose 3.8 for the value of B, and

determined to make it constant all over the length except for the radial matching

section. With this value the beam size is expected to be 2.5 mm for the injected

beam with the normalized emittance of 0.6* mm-mrad.

The cell parameters were determined by using the computer codes GENRFQ and

PARMTEQ. Fundamental principle of the beam dynamics design is the same as for

LITL. The resultant parameters for TALL are shown in Table 4-1. With the vane

of a length of 7.25 m, ions with qlM of 1/7 will be accelerated up to 800 keV/u.

Vane parameters against the cell number are shown in Fig.4.1. Some results of

the computer simulation are shown in Fig.4.2.

4.2. Cavity design

General structure

The acceleration cavity is of four-vane structure driven with a loop coupler

at 100 MHz. The cavity dimensions are 58 cm in diameter and 730 cm in length.

The cavity is longitudinally separated into four sections, each of which is 1.8 m

long.

Each section is independently assembled and aligned. On the outside wall

of each cylinder, twelve fiducial planes, that is, three for one vane, are machined

by a boring machine. The vane is mounted inside a cavity cylinder with three base

plugs, in the same way as LITL. The cylinder is made of mild steel, inner surface

of which is copper plated to a thickness of 100 nm. Each section has 16 holes

of 10 cm in diameter for mounting side tuners, for pumping ports and rf power

feed. Each section also has for monitoring loop couplers of rf field, one in each

quadrant.
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The four cylinders are jointed together with rf contactors of silver coated

metal 0-rings. The vanes have narrow gaps of 0.2 mm at the joints to allow

machining errors and unequal thermal expansion. The vanes are electrically

contacted with copper rods at the joints. The surface field strength around the

joints is expected not to be stronger than other places, because the edges are

rounded and the vanes are separated at the modulation tops or bottoms where the

surface field is weakest.

Cavity cooling

The cavity cylinder has cooling jackets which covers half of the outer

surface. The vanes have cooling channels (Fig.4.3). Temperature distribution was

calculated assuming that rf power was dissipated homogeneously on the inner wall

with power density of 1 W/cm2. The inner surface of the four-vane cavity of 7.3 m

long and 0.6 m in diameter is about 28 m2. Thus, the power density corresponds

to an rf wall loss of 280 kW in 100% duty factor. The power density is more than

ten times of the solar energy in a sunny day. The necessary rf power for

acceleration of ions with q/M = 1/7 will be 220 kW. The calculation was done also

assuming that the whole cavity was made of steel, though the real vanes are made

of copper whose thermal conductivity is larger than iron. The calculation shows

the temperature rise is not serious for an operation with design duty factor of

25%.

4.3. Effects of the vane separation

Sparking

The TALL requires an intervane voltage of 81 kV for acceleration of ions with

charge to mass ratio of 1/7. This voltage corresponds to a maximum surface field

of 20.5 kV/mm, 1.8 times the KilPatrick's criterion at 100 MHz. In the sparking test

of the RFQ LITL, this field strength was achieved in cw operation and a field

strength of 2.0 times the criterion in pulse operation. The transverse cross

section of the vane top of the LITL was approximated with a circle and its

tangents, and the surface was finished to a roughness of 1.6S. These conditions

are applied also to the TALL. Each of the 7.25 m long vanes, however, is separated

longitudinally into four pieces with gaps of 0.2 mm. In general, surface field

strength is enhanced at such discontinuities. To avoid sparking, the vanes are

separated at those places where the surface field is weakest in a cell, that is,

at modulation hills and valleys. And the corners of the vanes at the joints are
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rounded with a radius of 0.3 mm to suppress field enhancement (Fig.4.6).

Beam loss

When the cavity axes of the four sections are displaced at the joints, the

displacements may cause the beam loss. For assumed values of the displacements,

beam transmission was calculated by using PARMTEQ (Figs.4.7, 4.8). The computer

simulation shows that alignment errors of the cavity axes of 100 pm each at the

three joints do not decrease the transmission significantly (Ref.30).

4.4. Manufacturing of the cavity

Vanes

Two sets of vanes were prepared for the TALL. One is for low power

operation. It is made of aluminum and has no cooling channel. The other is made

of oxygen free copper and has cooling channels for high power operation. The

preliminary field tuning and beam test were done with the aluminum vanes. On

the basis of experience with the aluminum vanes, the shape of of the vane ends

was finally determined. Copper contacting rods were added at the vane joints,

because small potential jumps were observed around the joints. The vanes are

electrically contacted with the cylinders by use of stainless steel tubes which

are silver coated to a thickness of 50 pm.

The transverse cross section of the vane top is approximated by an arc and

its tangents similarly to the LITL. The modulation was machined with a

numerically controlled milling machine. A ball end mill of 30 mm dia. was used

for machining most part of the vane length. Mills of 12 and 20 mm dia. were used

for machining of the first part of the vanes, where the cell lengths are short

and the modulation factor increases steeply. The machining error was checked by

an inspection machine and found to be less than ± 30 pm.

Alignment

Each of the cylinders has square flanges on both ends. The vertical and

horizontal edges of the flanges were used as the fiducial planes for the

alignment. Both of the vane ends have fiducial holes near the vane top. They were

used to measure the radial positions of the vane tops. The side flats of the vanes

near the top and the base were used as the azimuthal fiducial planes. The

precision of the vane positioning was checked with an inspection machine (Fig.4.10).
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The vanes were assembled first with no rf contactor and no vacuum seal.

After the vanes were aligned within an error of ± 50 Mm , the positions of the

vanes, base plugs and cylinders were fixed with locator pins. Then the cavity

was disassembled and cleaned up. Guided by the locator pins, the vanes were

assembled with rf contactors and vacuum seals. Again the vane position was

measured with the inspection machine and fine adjustment was made. The final

error of the vane alignment is less than ± 30 Mm.

The four sections were jointed together on a bed. The bed has five support

flats. They were leveled within an error of ± 20 urn. The square flanges were

jointed so that there remained no clearance between the horizontal fiducial plane

and the flat of the bed, and also the vertical fiducial planes were in a plane.

The over all error of the entire cavity are sum of the errors of the vane

alignment of the each section and the error of the jointing of the four sections.

Thus, the over all alignment error of the cavity axis is expected to be less than

200 Mm over the entire length of the cavity. The steps between the longitudinally

adjacent vanes at the joints were measured and they were found to be less than

100 Mm. A computer simulation shows that the displacements of the cavity axes

of 100 Mm at the three joints do not affect the transmission significantly as

mentioned in 54.3.

4.5. Measurement of the cutoff frequencies

Resonant frequencies for various modes were measured with the vane ends

shorted to the both end plates (Fig.4.11). From the dispersion relations Eq.2-21 (See

SB.4 )

f - '« V * + (TT)Z • <4-J>
the cutoff frequencies were determined to be 97.6 and 101.1 MHz for the dipole

and quadrupole modes, respectively. On the other hand, the cutoff frequencies were

calculated by SUPERFISH for the cross sectional geometry at the quadrupolar

symmetric plane, which corresponds to longitudinally uniform, that is, unmodulated

vanes. The results are 98.3 for dipole mode and 100.6 MHz for quadrupole mode,

respectively. In the cases of the Cold Model 2 and LITL, the measured cutoff

frequencies were lower than the SUPERFISH values. These results show that the vane

modulation does not always increase capacitance between the vanes. In order to

estimate the cutoff frequencies accurately, three dimensional calculation code is

necessary. Practically, in order to set the cutoff frequency exactly at the design
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one, it would be secure to make the cavity radius 0.5% larger than the design

and tune by side inductive tuners.

4.6. Mode separation with end tuners

Rough tuning of the field distribution was made by varying the shape of

the end inductive tuners which are mounted on each vane end. Rough measurement

of the field strength and phase were made with 16 monitoring loops (4 in each

quadrant). The measurement results of resonant frequencies are shown in Fig.4.12

for various vane end geometries. By adjusting the resonant frequencies for the

end parts, the resonant frequency for the total cavity can be brought near to

the cutoff frequency. When the fundamental mode of TE21 closes to the cutoff

frequency, separations to other resonant modes increase.

4.7. Field uniforming with side tuners

As shown in §2.6, a field component in a cavity is expressed

^ f + 47T2 ( f ) 2 ( (f)' - 1 ) E « 0 , (4-2)
as <^c ' c

where 8 is axial distance normalized to the cavity length, I , and Ac is the cutoff

wave length. It shows that the error of fc at a cross section, for example, due

to misalignment of the vanes affects the field distribution in proportion to the

square of the cavity length.

The equation shows that the above error of the cutoff frequency at a cross

section can be compensated in the following way. The cutoff frequency can be

expressed as

fc - l l-We. (4-3)

where L and c are the inductance and capacitance of a quadrant of the cavity,

respectively. As for a four-vane cavity excited in TE210 mode, it can be assumed

that the magnetic field distributes uniformly in the cross section of the quadrant

and the electric field concentrates around the vane tops (Ref.31). Thus the

inductance is proportional to the cross sectional area of the quadrant. The

inductance per unit length L is nearly equal to iijs ( H-m ), where S is the cross

sectional area of the quadrant and Mo is the permeability of the vacuum. The

capacitance is concentrated around the vane tops. When the capacitance is excess,

the cutoff frequency will be compensated by decreasing the cross sectional area,

for example, by inserting conductive plungers.
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According the above principle, the fine tuning was done by using side

inductive tuners which were aluminum cylindrical blocks of 10 cm in diameter and

various thicknesses. The electric f ield distribution between the vane tops was

measured with perturbation method by using a table tennis ball as a perturbator.

A f ield distribution with an azimuthal ununiformity of ± 1.5% and with a

longitudinal uniformity of ± 5% was obtained, by using two dozen side tuners of

fixed length (Fig.4.13). No end capacitive tuners was used. The separation between

the pseudo-TE210 and the closest mode, TE111, was 0.93 MHz.
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Table 4-1. Design Parameters of the TALL.

Charge to mass ra t io of ions (q/M)

Operating frequency (MHz)

Input energy (keV/u)

Output energy (keV/u)

Total number of cells

Vane length (cm)

Cavity diameter (cm)

Characteristic bore radius, r0 (cm)

Minimum bore radius, amin (cm)

Maximum modulation, mmax

Focusing strength, Bo

Maximum defocusing strength, A r /

Synchronous phase, 0, (degree)

Intervane voltage for q/M = 1/7 (kV)

Maximum f i e l d strength (kV/cm)

Rf wall loss for q/M = 1/7 (kW)

1 ~ 1/7

100

8

800

300

725

58

0.54

0.29

2.5

3.8

- 0.075

- 30

81

205 (1.8 Kilpat.)

220

rod. match, prebuncher booster

- 3.0

'•-» E
-30

2.5

-60

- 9 0

- 2 . 0

1.5

i .oL

shaper buncher acclerator

r 10

E -
^

- 5 -

m -

B /

-f J A

i

m

/

/

Y

1000

8 0 0

6 0 0

4 0 0

2 0 0

u

n
m
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)

\ -
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Ceil no .

Fig.4.1. Vane parameters of the TALL vs. cell number.
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X VS. CELL NO.
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0 SO 100 150

PHI-PHIS ©EG) VS. CELL NO.

200 250 300

-180

.06

.03

.00

0 50 100

W-WS (MEV) VS. CELL NO.

150 200 250 300

.03 -

.06
0 200 250 300

Fig.4.2. PARMTEQ simulation. Top : Particle position is given in cm. The dashed

lines are the envelope of the minimum vane aperture. Middle : The dashed lines

show the phase width of the longitudinal separatrix. Bottom : The dashed lines

show che energy width of the separatrix. The total energy is 5.6 MeV at eel 1-300

for q/M = 1/7.
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Fig.4.4. Picture of the TALL acceleration cavity.

Power dissipation
= 1 W'cm2(100% duty)

Temperature of cooling water
= 25 °C

heat transfer coefficient
at boundary A = 5000 kcal/m^-h- C
at boundary B = 1000 kcal/m^-h-°C

aT between adjacent contours
= 0.8 "C

40.4°

Fig.4.5. Calculated temperature distribution at the cross section.
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Fig.4.7. PARMTEQ simulation result : transmission vs. displacements of the cavity
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Fig.4.8. PARMTEQ simulation : transverse motion of the accelerated ions with
assumed displacements of cavity axes at the joints of the vanes.

Fig.4.9. Assembled vanes of the TALL.
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Fig.4.10. Inspection of the vane alignment of a section.
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2 4 6

n

Fig.4.11. Resonant frequencies with the both vane ends shorted to the end wall.
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Fig.4.12. Resonant frequencies for various geometries of the vane ends.
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Chapter 5. Operation of the TALL and discussion

5.1. High power operation

Impedance matching

The input impedance of the cavity is easily matched to the feeder line by

rotating the loop coupler (Fig.5.1). Once rf power is fed, the coupling which is

matched in the atmospheric pressure becomes too strong. It is because the Q factor

of the cavity increases through cleaning of the inner surface by outgassing. But

it is easily recovered by rotating the coupler slightly. These adjustments of

the coupler do not field uniformity in the cavity.

Multipactoring

At the start the cavity was excited by using the rf amplifier which was used

for the LITL. The first operation was made in a pulse operation in order to avoid

damage by continuous sparking, though the amplifier could supply rf power in cw

mode. The duty factor was 25* ( 2.5 ms duration/ 10 ms repetition period ).

The unloaded quality factor Qo was measured to be 10200. It is about 60% of a

calculated value for the copper vanes. With the loop coupler the cavity was stably

operated with the full rf power of the amplifier, 32 kW (peak). Multipactoring

was observed in three zones below an rf level for proton acceleration. In the

first power test they were easily surmounted after a few hour outgassing.

Sparking test

The TALL requires an intervane voltage of 81 kV for acceleration of ions with

charge to mass ratio of 1/7. This voltage corresponds to a maximum surface field

of 20.5 kV/mm, 1.8 times the Kilpatrick's criterion at 100 MHz. In order to examine

whether the design voltage is actually applicable, a high power test was made.

The cavity is also driven with the loop coupler. The rf power is fed through a

coaxial line WX120D from an amplifier. The amplifier, using a tetrode EIMAC

4CW100kE, can feed a peak rf power of 300 kW in duty factor of 1%. The rf

amplifier for the LITL is used as the driver of the 300 kW amplifier.

After about 50 hour aging, including two times vacuum breakings for damage

inspection and improvement, an intervane voltage of 85 kV, 104% of the design

value, was applied stably with pulse duration of 1 ms and repetition of 10 Hz.

The vane voltage was determined by measuring the transmission efficiency of

protons for various rf field strengths monitored with a small loop coupler, and
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comparing the efficiency with a computer simulation result. It was found that a

peak rf power of 220 kW was required for the design voltage. The unloaded Q

fact.r increased to 12000, 67% of the value calculated by SUPERFISH.

During the aging, sparkings were observed through lead-glass view ports, a

dozen in total, and recorded with an 8 mm video camera. The sparkings occurred

between the adjacent vane tops over the entire vane length and no enhancement

was found around the joints. The design voltage, 81 kV, was applied stably also

in the pulse mode with a continuous Ht beam of 250 M A injected at 16.5 kV from

an ECR ion source.

It was observed that sparking did not damage the surface around the vane tops.

On the atmospheric side of the ceramic rf window of coaxial type, many sparking

marks were observed after the first 20 hour aging. Sparking at the rf window

decreased appreciably after shaping the inner and outer conductors of the rf

window so as to increase the distance along the ceramic surface between the

conductors.

The cavity was evacuated by four turbomolecular pumps with a pumping speed

of 500 l/s each. The pressure in the cavity was kept below 4-io~6 Torr during

the sparking test. To observe possible leakage of X-ray due to sparking, a GM

monitor was placed near a view port. The counting rate scarcely exceeded the

background level : the X-ray leakage was negligible.

5.2. Frequency shift and its compensation

Figure 5.2 shows the frequency shift and cavity temperature change during

an operation. The temperature was measured near the cooling jacket on the outer

wall of the cavity. The shift of the resonant frequency due to the temperature

change was found to be - 8 kHz /"C. The relative rate Af/f/"C is 8-10"5/"C. It is

much larger than the thermal expansion coefficients, 1.7-10'V'C of copper or

1.2-10 s of iron.

Each quadrant has 4, one for each section, movable side tuners. They are

water cooled copper cylinder of 10 cm in diameter, driven with stepping motors

to a maximum insertion depth of 5 cm. As shown in $4.7, the resonant frequency

can be controlled by varying the depth of the plungers. They are used to

compensate the resonant frequency shift due to thermal expansion. At that time,

it is essential to move them by equal amount for keeping the field uniformity.

The resonant frequency can be also controlled without destroying the field by

moving symmetrically 8 side tuners only of a pair of opposing quadrants. In the



case, the frequency increases by 38 kHz for an insertion of 1 cm. The rate of

frequency change is half of the one by using 16 tuners of the four quadrants.

On the other hand, :he distribution is deformed by driving the side tuners

unsymmetrically. Figure 5.6 shows the electric field distribution when four side

tuners of one quadrant are inserted by 3.8 cm from the normal position. The

azimuthal field error is ± 7%.

5.3. Capture and transmission efficiency

The beam test for the TALL was made using the input and output beam lines

which were constructed for the LITL beam test.

Transverse limitation

As shown in }2.3, the smooth approximation gives the transverse beam size

as

where en is the normalized beam emittance, and

r+ - <Vf
4* 2> 2

*/J5V87T2 + A

is the ratio of the maximum betatron function to the focusing period (SA.5). The

approximation is good when the phase advance of the betatron oscillation per

focusing period is smaller than 7r/2, that is, in the lower half of the stable region

of the transverse motion. These expressions show that for larger B and for

smaller I A I , the beam size becomes smaller under the above condition.

In the buncher and the booster sections of the TALL, A takes its minimum

value A = - 0.075 . On the other hand, B is constant all over the length except

the radial matching section. Thus, in these sections, r\ takes its maximum value,

3.66. The maximum beam size, r™,, is 2.6 mm in these sections for the normalized

emittance, cn, of 0.6 7rmm-mrad. In the booster section the modulation increases

steeply, thus, the minimum aperture amin decreases from 4.7 mm to 2.9 mm. The

minimum aperture radius is only 0.3 mm larger than the radius of the beam with

the design emittance in this section. When the input beam has a larger emittance,

the beam will be lost in this section (Fig.4.2).

As the vane voltage is increased, the focusing force increases. Then the beam

shrinks, and the transmission increases. The experimental results prove this



feature well (Fig.5.3). When the vane voltage increases further and the focusing

strength parameter B comes near the upper boundary of the stable region, the beam

size begins to increase and the transmission tends to decrease. When B exceeds

the boundary, the transverse oscillation diverges and the transmission shows steep

decrease.

Dependence on the input beam emittance

If the input beam emittance is twice the design one, the beam size becomes

A/2 times larger (See Eq.5-1). If the charge distribution is uniform in the beam

cross section, the half of the beam current will be lost. As the vane voltage

increases, B increases and Ar/ decreases. Thus, the value of r+ decreases, the

beam size shrinks, and the transmission is recovered. For the emittance of twice

the design one, a vane voltage 2.5 times higher than the design one would give

the design transmission.

Above consideration agrees with the experimental result, as shown in Fig.5.3.

The transmission efficiency was measured for input proton beams with different

emittances of about 300 n and 200 it mmmrad (100% emittance), the design emittance

being 145 jr mmmrad. The emittance of the input beam was measured just in front

of the RFQ entrance, that is, in the drift space after the last einzel lens of

the injection line. Peak current of the input beam was about 10 |<A, the space

charge effect being negligible.

Effect of the dipole component of focusing force

Let us consider a case in which the focusing field lacks quadrapolar symmetry.

When the electrodes have potentials as shown in Fig.5.5, the lowest order term of

the electric potential is given :

COS I* . (5-3)

For the quadrapole voltages the following relation holds.

VA + VB + Vc + VD - 0. (5-4)

When VA - Vc and VB - VD , the dipole component is zero :

U - - ( £ ) 2 VA cos 2^ . (5-5)

When the vane voltages are not balanced,

1 VB-VD \2 VB+VD :V_ _ 1 VA~VC X 2_ 1 (VB-VD?/ / VB+VD (JC_ . 1 VB-VD \2 VB+VD :V_ _ 1 VA~VC X 2 _ 1
u 2 ^o ^2VB+VD I 2 ^o 2 VB+VD > 22 ^o ^2VB+VD I 2 ^o 2 VB+VD > 2 VB+VD



The center of the potential of the focusing force, that is, the center of the

betatron oscillation shifts by the following amount :

A* - - \ *l I Z° r0 , (5-7)

The effective aperture radius decreases from the design minimum aperture,

by amount of

Ar - A/ A X 2 + Ay2 . (5-9)

This may cause an unexpected beam loss.

Figure 5.6 shows a field distribution intentionally deformed by inserting

the side tuners of one quadrant only. The frequency shift by a dielectric

perturbator is proportional to a square of electric field strength, as well known.

The electric field strength between the adjacent vanes is proportional to the

voltage difference between them. Then the following relations are obtained:

A ^ - const. ( VD - VA)\ (5-10)

Af2 - const. ( VA - VBf, (5-11)

Af3 - const. ( VB - Vc)\ (5-12)

Lft - const. ( Vc - VDf. (5-13)

As for the field distribution shown in Fig.5.6, the dipole component

( / VB - Vpy + / VA ~ Vcy y/a __,«
l ^ VB + VD> + ^ VB + VD> I ( 5 14}

is 12% of the quadrupole one, and Ar = 0.3 mm. For those values, the effective

aperture radius would be 2.6 mm, the ideal one being 2.9 mm. The transmission would

become 80% ( = ( 2.6/2.9)a ) of that with no dipole component. When the vane voltage

is increased 1.5 times higher, I\ becomes 2.9, the beam size shrinks by 10%, and

the transmission would be recovered.

The transmission was measured for the non-symmetric field which was

introduced by inserting the side tuners of one quadrant. With the excitation error

of ± 7%, the transmission was 65% of the one with ideal field, but it exceeded

90% when 1.5 times the design voltage was applied (Fig.5.7). The experimental result

agreed with the previously mentioned estimation.

Longitudinal limitation
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The phase width of the separatrix of longitudinal oscillation, *, is generally

given by

tan *s - .8in » ~ » (5-15)
1 - cos*

Except for the neighborhood of *s - - K/2, * is nearly equal to 3 »sl .

The height of the separatrix bwmax is given as ,

^ j ™ - 2 < W I" #scot#s. (5-16)

where Qi is the radian frequency of longitudinal oscillation with small amplitude:

ill " "o" "XT f! sln *s (5-1')

When the vane voltage is lower than the design one, the synchronous phase

shifts so as to give the energy gain necessary to satisfy the synchronous condition

as below (See S2.1).

Vo cos«s - V cos# . (5-18)

The design synchronous phase is 30° in the accelerator section. For the relative

vane voltage, v/vo = 0.866 , the phase width of the separatrix, *, becomes zero.

It means that below this voltage the transmission is zero. On the other hand, when

excess voltage is applied, the width $ becomes wider and, at the same time, the

height of the separatrix becomes larger. Thus the transmission for an input beam

which is not matched longitudinally becomes better.

The transmission was measured on beams injected with the normal energy of

8.24 keV and energy deviation of ± 5%. With the normal injection energy, the

transmission was 80% which is a little smaller than the design value, 94% (Fig.5.8).

This may be due to problems of the rf power amplifier in its low output power

region and to a slight mismatch of the input beam emittance to the RFQ. The

transmission exceeded 90% when 1.1 times higher voltage was applied. With + 5%

and - 5% deviations of the injection energy, the transmission was 70% and 50%,

respectively. In both cases it exceeded 9056 when the voltage 1.5 times higher than

the normal voltage was applied.

5.4. Quality of the output beam

Energy and its spread of the output beam

The energy of the output proton beam was measured to be 824 keV by the

analyzer magnet. Considering that the frequency is tuned to be 101.5 MHz, the

measured energy is consistent with the design value 800 keV for the operating
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frequency of 100 MHz, for which the cell length pk/2 is determined. The energy

spread, AT/T was measured to be 1.6% in FWHM (Fig.5.9). It agrees with a computer

simulation by PARMTEQ (Fig.4.2).

Energy shift due to variation of the vane voltage

The electric potential in the beam aperture is given as

V - •£( X (£) 2 cos 2^ - A I0{kr) cosftz ) . (5-19)

where time factor is eliminated (Eq.2-1) and the origin of z - is chosen to be 0

at the output vane end. On the beam axis, that is, for r = 0 ,

V 4 j - ^ cos kz . (5-20)

At the output end of the vane, the minimum aperture radius, amin is 2.9 mm . Since

the radius is much smaller than the distance between the vane end and the end wall,

8 mm, the fringing field can be neglected. Then at the vane end,

U (r-0, ~ " Af~ • (5-21)

Assuming that the potential in the end gap varies linearly, the potential is

U - - ̂ V d . z, 0 < z < d , (5-22)

where d is the gap distance (Fig.5.11).

The particles that are accelerated at the last cell are always decelerated

in the end gap. Let the energy decrement in the end gap be A T

AT - - ^gj- j sin( • + it + cot ) dz , (5-23)

where * is the phase at which the particles enter into the last cell, and the time
is chosen to be zero when the particle pass the exit of the cell. Since
at - ttfz/o - 27T2//3A ,

sin*+ (x -co1? ) ) ^
When 2Kdt(ik « 1 , AT - (eAVW sin # .

Let the design vane voltage be vo . When a vane voltage of V is applied,

the phase • shifts so as to satisfy the synchronous condition (Eq. 5-18). Since

* < o ,
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sin * - - ( 1 - ( •£• cos #5 ) 2 ) m . (5-26)

At the last cell, A = 0.699 , *s = - 30" , &1/2 = 61.7 mm , and vo = 11.6 kV for

protons. In Fig.5.12, AT/T vs. VIV0 is shown { T = 824 keV for protons). The

experimental values agree well with the above estimations.

Emittance

The emittance of the output proton beam was measured at 16 cm from the

RFQ exit. The result was about 15K mm.mrad (100% emittance). It did not vary

significantly when the vane voltage was varied and when the field distribution

was deformed intentionally (Fig. 5.12).

5.5. Summary

Vane separation

By the vane separation method, the long cavity was realized with the desired

precision for the vane alignment. The vane separation did not decrease the

sparking limit and the transmission efficiency.

Effective shunt impedance

An rf power of 220 kW was required for generating the vane voltage necessary

to accelerate ions with q/M = 1/7 to 825 keV/u, which corresponds to 5.775 MV.

Since the cavity length is 7.3 m, the effective shunt impedance is known to be

27.7 Mfl/m.

Flexibility of operation against mismatchings

When the input beams were not matched to the transverse or longitudinal

acceptance of the RFQ, the transmission efficiency decreased. It, however,

recovered by applying an excess vane voltage with little change of the output beam

qualities.
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Fig.5.1. Smith-chart of the input coupler.
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Fig.5.2. Shifts of the resonant frequency and the temperature of the cavity wall.
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Fig.5.5. Vanes with unbalanced voltages.

10 V

entrance exit

Fig.5.6. Field distribution between the vanes deformed by inserting the four side
tuners of the quadrant 1 by 3.8 cm from the normal position. Ordinate : Square
of the electric field strength (arbitrary scale). Abscissa : Position of a
dielectric perturbator.
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Chapter 6. Conclusion

The prototype LITL successfully accelerated heavy ions first in the world

as an RFQ and showed effectiveness of the RFQ for heavy ions. It captured input

dc ion beam by an efficiency exceeding 90%. The radial matching section designed

by using a newly developed formulation was proved to work quite effectively. Also,

the rapid bunching method brought about a high accelerating gradient of 790 kV/m.

It is much higher than that of the POP at LANL, 500 kV/m. The vane mounting method

with base plugs assured the precise vane mounting and became to be employed in

the other laboratories. The rf power feed method by use of a single loop coupler

which has been developed in this work is now used in RFQ linacs for accelerating

light ions of high intensity in many laboratories. The experimental behaviour

of the accelerated particles agreed with the computer-simulated one. It shows that

the transverse geometry of the vane generated the rf field as designed in the beam

aperture.

The vane separation method, employed in the TALL, realued the precise

alignment of the vanes for a long RFQ linac. The field tuning by the fixed side

tuners gave sufficient field uniformity. The movable side tuners could control

the resonant frequency without destroying the field uniformity. The TALL captured

input dc ion beam by an efficiency exceeding 90% and accelerated them up to an

energy which can be accepted by a drift tube linac. Even when the input beam

was not matched transversally or longitudinally to the RFQ, or the transverse

symmetry of the rf field was destroyed, the transmission efficiency exceeding

90% was obtained by applying an excess vane voltage. The excess voltage gave

slight effect to the qualities of the output beam. The operation was very stable

and reliable.

The TALL can accept ions of a considerable part of the elements of the

periodic table by using an available ECR ion source, which can generate ions with

q/M of 1/7 such as wKr19t. and 1Mw26t. By the success of the TALL, the RFQ linacs

have been proved to be best as the first stage of a heavy ion linac system and have

been taking the place of the conventional lowest energy stage of heavy ion linac

system which consists of a huge Cockcroft-Walton dc injector, an rf buncher and

a Wideroe linac.

The construction and performance studies of the two linacs, LITL and TALL,

have established how to apply the four-vane type RFQ linac for heavy ion

acceleration.
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Appendix A. Beam dynamics of the RFQ linac

A.l. RFQ field

A.2. Acceleration

A.3. Stability of the longitudinal motion

A.4. Stability of the transverse motion

A.5. Beam size

A.6. Space charge effects

A.l. RFQ field

We formulate the principles of the RFQ linac as follows. The symbols and

notations are after Crandall et al., which are usually used (Ref.l). By using

cylindrical coordinates with the beam axis as z-coordinate, the potential function

of the electric f ield is expressed by the following Fourier-Bessel series,

^ E , (A-l)

F<&r,4>) - £ Aos r2(2s+1) cos 2(28+1)?// , (A-Z)
s=o

£ (A-3)

k - f , (A-4)

where vo is the voltage between the adjacent vanes, /2s is modified Bessel

function, Ans are coefficients determined by the tip shape of the electrodes,

and lc ( = half of the modulation period ) is called the cell length.

Terms with Am , Ani generate the quadrupole field, and Fn(r,f) contribute

to acceleration and deceleration. Considering the time factor, acceleration and

deceleration by Fn{r, V) with n > l cancel Fn{r, iM , n > l cancel out in a

region of o < z < 2 lc . Therefore we take the least terms with s - o, n - o, l

which are necessary to focus and accelerate the particles. Then the potential

function is given by

U - ^f ( Anf* cos 2^ + Aml0(kr) cos kz ) . (A-5)

When the shape parameters of the vane modulation are defined as shown in

Fig. A.2, the following boundary conditions are constrained.

U{ a, 0, 0 ) - U( ma, 0, lc ) - Ko/2 . (A-6)
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Then we obtain the relations

J_ Ig{ka) + Umka) ._
00 a1 m%(ka) + Umka) ' (

2 _ «

A w "

For simplicity let,
J410 - 4 , aay4OT - X (A-9)

then
J5f - 1 - AI0{ka) . 04-10)

The parameters A, X are non-dimensional quantities between 0 and 1. They are
called accelerating and focusing parameters, respectively. Physical meanings of
them are shown in the following sections.

By using the symbols X and A, the potential function is expressed by

V - ^ { X ( £ Y cos2i/> + AlAkr) cos kz } . (A-ll)

Since E - - grad U , the three components of the field are given by

XV kAV
Er - -^r-r cos 2ii - ^^Ukr) cos kz , 04-12)

sin 2^ f 04-13)

sin Ae . (A-14)

The modified Bessel functions a re expressed by the following se r ies .

. . . v> (sV2)* s2 . s* . ,A ,,-,
w - Z J (fc!)2 " 1 + T e T ~ ' ( / l~15 '

( ' 2 ^ *«*+» 2 8 ""

A.2. Acceleration

From Eq.A-5, we obtain

U( 0, 0, 0 ) - tf( 0, 0, lc ) - AKO . (A-17)

This means that at a moment there exists potential difference AVO on the axis
between the beginning and end of the unit cell. It corresponds to the gap voltage
of a drift tube type linac. Thus, A is called the acceleration efficiency
parameter.
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The space average longitudinal field on the axis is given by

AV
Eo - ^ p . (/I-18)

Let the velocity of a particle relative to the light velocity be 0 , then

its flight length in a half period of the rf cycle is {$c/2f - (tt/2 , where /

and I are the frequency and the wave length in the free space for the frequency,

respectively. When a particle pass at the phase *s the entrance of the all cells,

the particle is called the synchronous particle. When the synchronous particle

passes the beginning of a cell at a time t - o , the phase of the rf field is called

the synchronous phase *s . In the following description, we express parameters

of the synchronous particle by adding a suffix 8 .

A particle having charge qe that passes the beginning of a unit cell at a

phase * with the velocity fie gains the following energy during traversing the

cell.

f'<
8W - qef Ei sin( Ul+ * ) dz (A 19)

Jo

= qe{' E, sin ( ^rz + * ) dz. (A 20)
Jo ('"•

For the synchronous particle, by using Eq.A-14

5W= qef " ^ 4 ^ Ukr) sin kz sin ( -|^-z + *s) dr (A 21)

' qe f Io(kr) AVO cos »s . (A-2Z)

Of course, the condition cos*s > o is necessary for acceleration.

A.3. Stability of the longitudinal motion

I f the energy gain per cell is small, i t is expressed by the following

differential equation,

^ m nqeAVUkr) c o s 0
an 4

where « is the cell number.

Let the phase and velocity of a particle be # and /8c,

m , (cos0

where m - w - w, .

Let the phase difference of a particle to the synchronous one be
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- # - #s t then i t s variat ion during passing dn is given,

where u is the angular frequency.

Thus, by putting Aft - fi - ($s we obtain

Since w - Mmoc
2y, AW - Wy2pAfi, where Af is mass in atomic mass unit - u and

m0 is mass of 1 u .

Thus,

From Eqs. A-24 and A-27,

Since l /? - 0S I « ft, replace fi by fi5 , and put

then,

2 jr grcylK/0(ftr)
' 4 |y. r!»Z S H I

4 » " ."' (cos» - cos*s ) - 0. (A-W)
An sl" vs

Multiply dAtfdn and integrate with respect to A*, then

( -jfci* f - - ^ - (sin« - J*cos#s) - C - 0.

where c is an integration constant.

From Eqs.A-27 and A-31,

- C - 0. (A-32)

At • - #s , AW takes the maximum value, AW, , thus

C - ( ^ j - )2 - 2 Q;2 (/4-33)

Therefore,

sin • - sin #s - d* cos *s ) +(JWi)2. (/4-34)

Particles move on the A#-AW plane along a contour determined by the above

equation.
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Separatrix Let us consider a contour which passes a point ( • - - #s ,

AW - 0) . Outside of the contour the longitudinal oscillation is unstable as shown

in Fig.A.4. The contour is called the separatrix of the longitudinal, or

synchrotron oscillation.

Let the height of the separatrix in the energy coordinate be &wmax , then,

I" *scot#s .

The phase length of the separatrix * is given by

The phase length $ is given approximately,

$ = - 3 #s (.4 37)

except neighbourhood of -7T/2 .

Let the kinetic energy of a particle be T, then

T - W - WB - ( 7 - 1) Wo~ ( */s - l ) Wo, (A-38)

where wo - Mmoc
2.

In the energy region concerned to the RFQ linac, T/M < 1 MeV/u, j8 « l and

7-1 < o.oi , then

r — * * — *' 1X/ (A ~*JQ\

Therefore,

sin *s {A 41)

Small amplitude osci l lat ion

When I A « I « i , Eq. A-30 leads to

-£j A* + Q.i A* = 0. (A 42)
an'

Consider

sin * - sin * s - A* cos * , = sin #,( cos J * -1) + cos #,( sin J« - A* ) , (A 43)

and neglect the higher terms than the cubic of At , then

(^-f + A Q? &*>- ( ̂ f^-f . (A 44)



Thus, the particles make a harmonic oscillation with an angular frequency
of Qi , on the AW-it plane.

A.4. Stability of the transverse motion

Let ip - o in Eq.A-12 and multiply i t by the time factor, sin at, then the
x-component of the electric field is given by

XV tfAV
Ex — - ( —r2- sin at + —j—- coskz sin at ) x . (A-45)

a 4

Considering that cot - * + kz , and by using a trigonometric relation, we obtain

cos kz sin cot « cos kz sin (kz +*) (A-46)

- ^( sin * + cos # sin 2ftz + sin # cos tkz ) . (A-47)

When the period of the transverse oscillation is much longer than the focusing
period, the average over one focusing period of the second and third terms of
the right hand side of the above equation becomes zero. That is, the focusing
strength is 'spatially homogeneous1. The average x-component is obtained as
follows,

~E, = - ( — j - 2 - sin at + —g—- sin • ) x . (A 48)
a *

Thus, the equation of the transverse motion is given by

s«n«t + q*m ° sin* ) x - 0 . (4-49)

Replace the time variable t by z, then, z by the unit of the focusing period »? ,
o5dt = dz , PMH ' dz , (A-50)

dt2 (is
2A2 dif A2 dif

Thus

., V ( B sin 2TT/7 + & r / ) x - 0 ,
dr)

gel2 XV0 _ x eK0

Mmoc
2y a2

- - 2 Q,2 (A-55)

where r0 - al</X~ is called the characteristic radius.
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B and Ar/ are non dimensional parameters having the following means. In

order to keep the longitudinal stability, the condition sin«s < 0 , that is,

Lrf < o is necessary. This corresponds to the Vf defocusing1 force of the

conventional drift tube linac that gives the transverse defocusing when a linac

is operated with a negative phase angle in the range of -90 to 0 degrees. On

the other hand B is proportional to transverse focusing strength. It does not

depend on the particle velocity and z.

The equation of the transverse motion (A-52) is a Mathieu equation. It has

stable solutions on some limited regions of L-B plane. The lowest stability

region is shown in Fig. A.5. The smooth approximation gives the lower and upper

boundaries approximately as follows:

lower boundary -^ + A = 0 . 'A 56)

upper boundary B + 2A - 27TZ. (A 57)

Even when there is no defocusing force, that is, A » 0 , the following relation

must be satisfied :

0 <B < 17.9--.

A.5. Beam size

The smooth approximation of the Mathieu equation gives the maximum radius

of the transverse beam size as

where cn is the normalized beam emittance, and

P( _ (i + Bi\ie t {A

*/B*/8i:' + A

is the ratio of the maximum betatron function to the focusing period (Ref.2).

The approximation is good when the phase advance of the betatron oscillation

per the focusing period is smaller than TZ/2, that is, in the lower half of the

stable region of the transverse motion. These expressions show that the larger

is B and the smaller is I A I , the smaller is the beam size under the above

condition.

They also shows that the beam size increases steeply when the operation condition

comes near to the lower boundary. The size decreases as the focusing force
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increases up to a certain value, and the size increases with the focusing force

after it goes over the value.

For example let us estimate the beam size for typical parameters. Let k =

3 m { 100 MHz ) , en = 1 TT- 10~
e m- rad , B = 4 and A = - 0.1 . Then I\ = 4 and

rmo* is 3.5 mm. The estimated size well agrees with a computer simulated value.

Usually B is taken about 3 ~ 15 , considering the practical emittance and beam

aperture.

A.6. Space charge effects

Force due to space charge

The electric field components within an azimuthally symmetric ellipsoid of

radius r and longitudinal semi axes 6 are given by

B, - P^IM, <^-60)

(A-61)

E, - " ' ' " " , (A-62)

where p is the charge density, e0 is the permitivity of free space and f(p) is he
the ellipsoid form factor taking value 0~l for the ratio of the radius to
longitudinal semi axis, p - blr . The exact form factor is given in Ref.2. A useful
approximate form is

f(p) * l/3p , for 0.8 < p < 5 . (A~63)

The charge density can be expressed with the average beam current / , if all the
rf buckets are filled,

(/\-64)

04-65)

(.4-66)

(A-67)

p -

Then the field components

y "

47rrz6c '

can

3Z0

87T

3ZO

Hit

3Z0

be written

HL(l-f(p))x
r26ya

lk(l-f(p))y
r'by*

fk f{P) z

where zo - ^yo/co - 376.73 ••• Q is the free space impedance.



Space charge effect to transverse motion

The defocusing term of Eq.A-52 is only due to the rf defocusing force. When

beam intensity is large, defocusing by the space charge effect is added. The

defocusing force parameter should be replaced by

A - Ar/ + Asc, (A-68)

where Asc is the defocusing parameter due to the space cnarge given by

A - " - T5F « • Zo/2, - 4 r < 1 - « P > > • <*-«>
S7r M Tnioc /c r b

For example, let r- b - 3 mm, I - 3 m (100 MHz), / - 100 MA, M/q= 7 and

y = 1 . Then f(p) - 1/3 and Asc 6.7 -10"4. Since Ar/ is usually chosen around

- 0.1, the defocusing force due to the space charge is much less than the rf

defocusing force for high charge state ion beam.

Space charge effect to longitudinal motion The quasi-periodic rf electric

force applied to the beam provides the longitudinal focusing. To a good

approximation we can replace the real periodic forces by a continuously acting

average force. From the three-dimensional ellipsoid model we write the smoothed

longitudinal equation of motion as

k'2 ( < l - "• > A* - 2 T ? i ) - • • <**»
where A* is the particle phase relative to the synchronous phase «s . The

longitudinal wave number is given by

EoT sin »,

V '
where Eo is the average axial field amplitude and T is the transit time factor.

As for the RFQ linac Eo - A vo/lc and T - TT/4 .

The longitudinal space charge-charge parameter fj; is given by

"i 7 ! t n i 3

4Ttmocr b(i2yi
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-o- coso>t

Fig. A.l. Four electrodes with wavy tops.

/c = /3A/2

kz = 0 TC/2 TC

Fig. A.2. Definition of the vane parameters.
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3 A 5 6 1 2 3

Fig. A.3. Acceleration efficiency parameter A and focusing efficiency parameter

x.

Fig. A.4. Separatrix of the longitudinal oscillation.
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STABILITY LIMIT

O
-1.5 -1.0 -0.5

Fig. A.5. The lowest stable region of the Mathieu equation.
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Appendix B. RF characteristics of four-vane cavity

B.l. Four-vane cavity

B.2. Wave equation in a wave guide

B.3. Cutoff frequencies

B.4. Resonant freque :ies

B.5. Wall loss of the *-f power

B.l. Four-vane cavity

Various resonator structures such as double-H, four-vane, split-coaxial, spiral

and so on have been proposed in order to generate the rf quadrupole field (Ref.l).

Among them the four-vane structure is the best in the frequency range of 50 -

500 MHz. The structure has four plate electrodes - vanes - mounted in a cylinder

with four fold symmetry. Charged particles are focused by the transverse rf

quadrupole field excited in the space among the four electrodes. They are

accelerated by the longitudinal component generated with the wavy shape -

modulation - of the vane tops. Mechanically it is simple, stout and easy for

cooling. Electrically it can give the high shunt impedance, because the cavity

is excited in a TE ( Transverse Electric ) mode. The rf current goes transversely

and the wall resistance along the current path is smaller than that for other

resonant mode. The smaller wall resistance leads to smaller power loss for a

certain current.

B.2. Wave equation in a wave guide

The four-vane resonant structure is regarded as a ridged wave guide closed

with conductive lids on the both ends. Maxwell's equations are given as

Co % - rot II, (S-l)

T J - " rot E, (B-2)

where co , uo are the dielectric coefficient and permeability of free space,
respectively. By substituting Eq.B-1 for Eq.B-2 , we obtain

MoC ^ J - " rot rot //, (fl-3)
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- - grad ( div H) + »J5. (B-4)

Since div if- o ,

»277- no€o -Q- - 0. (B-5)
at

When there is no charge in the space, div is - 0 , we obtain as for £ in the same
way

-Q- - 0. (B-6)
at

Let the time factor be e iut, then the equation is rewritten as

»*£ - /i0eo u2E - 0. (5-7)

Employing cylindrical coordinates ( r, i>, z ) , the transverse component Et of the
above equation is given as

-ft- • •***£^*«-'*-l- <B-S)
If the variables are separated by taking Et - u (r, i/0 • o (z) , then

(ix-+ f t+ T^) h f ($ +«W) - 0. (5-9)

Let the separation constant be ft2 , then

$ + ^ 1F+ ^ - *2« - o • (5-10)

^ + (CoVoGo - ft2 ) D - 0. (£-11)

The parameter A has the eigen values determined by the following boundary
condition,

E x n - 0 , (B-12)

at the wave guide surface, where n is the unit vector normal to the surface.

Cutoff frequency
Define y as

y2 - k2 - 0)2£ojio . (B-13)

The solution of Eq. B-ll is given as
v - A e-yt + B e+y\ (B-14)

The parameter y is called a propagation constant. In order to obtain converging
solutions, y should be pure imaginary, that is,
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y* - k2 - G)zeofio < 0. (.8-15)

The angular frequency should be larger than a critical value G>C - A I

The critical frequency is called 'cutoff frequency1 and designated by ac .

Using the cutoff frequency, Eqs. B-10, -11 are expressed as follows :

^ ( 0)2 - 6jc
2 ) p - 0 . (B-17)

Equation B-17 shows that if a wave with the cutoff frequency could travel

in the wave guide, the field component would be constant along z . In other word,

if a cavity could be excited with a cutoff frequency, the propagation constant

y is equal to zero, that is, the Ex would be constant along the z-axis. The beam

dynamic design of RFQ assumes that the intervane voltage is constant along z-axis.

B.3. Cutoff frequencies of TE modes

Cylindrical wave guide
The cutoff wave length of the TEmn mode of a cylindrical wave guide is

where li is the radius of the cylindrical wave guide, s ™ is the n-th root of the

Bessel function Jm' and given in Table B-l .

Table B.l. Roots of Bessel function Jm' .

2

7.016

5.331

6.706

8.015

For the quadrupole mode (TE21), kc = 2.057 R. The cavity diameter is 2.92 m for

the cutoff frequency of 100 MHz. That of the dipole mode (TE11) is 60 MHz for

the diameter.

Four-vane wave guide

m \ n
0

1

2

3

1
3.832

1.841

3.054

4.201
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When four vanes are loaded in the cylinder, the resonant frequency decreased

by the capacitance introduced by the vanes. The exact frequencies can be obtained

by solving Maxwell's equations numerically, for example by using a code SUPERFISH.

Here we use an approximation to see the rough estimation of the cavity size (Ref.2).

We assume the electric and magnetic fields in the chamber as follows : there

are field components II z and E$ only and no variation in the z and V directions.

The wave impedance in the cavity is expressed as Zr - E^IUI , and the boundary

and resonant conditions are given by ; Zr - 0 at r •= R , and Zr - « at

r = a . Then the following equation is derived .

No {ka) NL (kR)' {a Li>>

where j0 , y2 . /v0 and Wi are the Bessel functions. Its solution gives

where 7 = 0.5772 ... is Euler's constant, R is the cavity radius, r0 is the

inscribed radius of the vane tips, and A is the free space wave length.

By modifying the above equation, the cavity radius of the four-vane cavity

is given approximately

Ji. _ J_ 1 2 y/i (R-<>\\
H 2K I ln( U K U ) - y } {B 21)

Approximated cavity radii and computer calculated ones are shown in Fig.B-1. It

shows that the equation gives a good estimation of the size of the four-vane

cavity. Tha cavity diameter is about 0.6 m for 100 MHz, one fifth of the

cylindrical cavity with no vane loaded. As guessed from the derivation of the

approximate method, the frequency of the dipole mode closes to the quadrupole

one in contrast to the simple cylindrical cavity. Results of computer calculation

with SUPERFISH show that the frequency of the dipole mode is a few percent lower

than the quadrupole one.

B.4. Resonant frequencies

Guide wave length

Define the phase constant 0 as 7 - j(i . Then

- eg ). (B-22)

- ^- *Jf2 - fl . (B-Z3)



" i j • ( i }-2 4>
where Hg is the guide wave length defined as

-^ " -h ~ 7? • (£-25)j

Resonance

We consider an r f f ield in a wave guide having a homogeneous cross section

along the length I with conductive lids on the both ends. Using the guide wave

length, the solution is

u - A exp (-2TCjz/lg ) + B exp(2x jz/kg). (£-26)

At z = 0 , v = 0 , then A - - B .

D = 0o sin (27Cz/Ag). (£-27)

At the both ends of a cavity, Ex should be zero, that is, at z- I, o = 0 , then
2Ttl/lg - n K. (£-28)

This leads to

V
This shows that the resonant frequencies of the higher modes come near to each

other as the cavity length increases. Also, the resonant frequency of the

fundamental mode ( n = 1 ) comes near to the cutoff frequency.

The resonator cannot be excited at the cutoff frequency as for TE modes,

because Ex must be zero at the both ends. However, when the geometry of the

cavity ends is chosen so that the standing wave may advance by rJZ in the both

end parts, the field would be nearly constant on the most of the vane length.

Namely, the cavity seems to be operated at the cutoff frequency to the particles

as the beam dynamics design assumes.

B.5. Wall loss of the rf power

Since the cavity is excited in TE mode, the rf wall loss per unit length

can be estimated for a given cross sectional geometry by using computer code,

for example, SUPERFISH. Here, we give a convenient expression for estimation of

the wall loss of a four-vane cavity with ideal copper surface,

P - 3 • 10 " 6 (m V1 , CB-30)
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where P is the rf wall loss per unit length in kW/m, r is the operating frequency
in MHz and V is the inter vane voltage amplitude in kV . This was obtained by
summarizing SUPERFISH calculations of four vane cavities with realizable
geometries, operated from 12.5 MHz to 100 MHz (Ref.3). A sophisticated estimation
formula including the vane aperture radius is given by other author (Ref.4) .
However, considering that a realized cavity requires an excess power more than
30% owing to the surface roughness, insufficient electric contacts and so on, the
simple expression is sufficient for reasonable vane aperture radius.

0.2

R/A

0.1

0

+2*

R/A =

f :

•KSUPEKFISH

/ * 5+ ~^jp ;
1 t 2 \ I / 2

2̂ f ln(A/7tro)-^
Euler's const.
1 » t • • < • i 4 1 •

30 100 1000 3000
A/ro

Fig. B.I. Approximate radius of four-vane cavity. R i s the cavity radius, /I i s

the free space wave length, and ro i s the vane aperture radius. The Euler's constant

7 = 0.5772--.

1) INS Cold Model I, 453 MHz, R = 94 mm, ro = 10 mm.

2) INS Cold Model II, 296 MHz, R = 129 mm, r0 = 14.3 mm.

3) LANL POP, 425 MHz, R = 72.9 mm, ro = 2.0 mm.

4) LBL Cold Model, 372 MHz, R = 85 mm, ro = 1.45 mm.

5) INS LITL, 100 MHz, R = 280 mm, r0 = 4.1 mm.

6) INS Design study for Xe1+, 12.5 MHz, R = 2.09 m, r0 = 19.1 mm.
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